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WORD ON THE STREET
The World’s a Year Older, so here are some Anti-Aging and Reverse Aging Tips. By Brother Andy
Would you like to start the year off by slowing or reversing how you age? You can be
healthier without useless New Year health resolutions. Do you want to look younger and be
healthier? Proper diet, reasonable exercise and plenty of rest can help you be healthier.
But what can help slow down and reverse aging? I’ll contrast this information with things
that will NOT help.
Low fat diets will NOT help. Low fat diets can leave you looking weak and sickly. 4 to
6 small meals a day can change how the body creates energy and stores fat. Consuming
two or three large meals daily can lead to eating to feel full instead of eating enough to be
healthy and look fit. Drinking plenty of water can help keep the kidneys busy filtering junk
from the blood stream. Try to drink water or beverages an hour before or an hour after
eating. In addition to small meals, small portions of snack foods are not too damaging to a
healthy diet. Single portions or individually wrapped snacks can help prevent overeating. A
daily vitamin supplement is very helpful and recommended.
Cosmetics and “special” solutions will NOT help. Those suffering from damages caused illnesses and deformities do
benefit from the use of cosmetics. Most people use cosmetics as makeup. The word “makeup” gives the impression that
someone is making up for what they lack or that they are trying to hide something. Imagine buying a used car, then taking
it home to discover a fancy wax job or touch up paint concealed imperfections and damages on the car’s body. Cosmetic
companies encourage some people to do the same to their face instead of using healthier methods to repair or have
attractive skin. Centuries ago people literally put pancake flour on their faces to look the fashion of that era. Cosmetic
companies play to the same vanity and these companies will also offer products to repair the damage their cosmetics have
caused. Not all makeup poses a threat. Eye liners and lipsticks may be helpful; however the use of cosmetic foundations
and rouge risk getting acne and other skin irritations brought on by constant use of those products. Cosmetics can
interfere with your skin’s natural ability to regenerate.
There are other proven ways to have attractive and looking younger looking skin without using makeup. Using a good
lotion that does not contain excessive amounts water is beneficial to your appearance. You can also add a bit of baby oil to
enhance your facial or body lotion (if you don’t have oily skin). Good lotions help feed the skin nutrients that we may not
get out of our daily diets. Some lotions help moisturize and repair damaged skin. Try to use lotion at the start and end
your day for protection and skin repair. Sun and pollutions, along with normal aging is rough on skin. The frequent use of
body and facial lotions can help slow down or even reverse skin aging.
Give yourself a chance to see what your skin can do naturally with this challenge to those using makeup on a daily
basis. Go three weeks without using makeup, and if you recognize an improvement in your facial skin, give yourself
another three weeks so that you can experience natural and vibrant skin. This challenge may be hard for those who have
skin imperfections (that may have even been brought on by the constant use of cosmetics) and if this is the case try to use
the safer and hypoallergenic cosmetic products until you find other ways to regain a natural appearance without makeup.
The heavy consumption of alcoholic beverages, drinking sugar filled soft drinks and eating sugary foods will NOT help.
Sugar, fruit syrups and corn syrups are okay for most, but they are not good energy foods. Simple sugars are fast burning
energy and will get used by the body first instead of burning stored fat. Drinking a lot of booze (more than two beers or a
half bottle of wine or a half pint of liquor) adds empty calories to your diet and can interfere with the function of your liver.
The liver changes fat into energy when it is not busy dealing with toxins like blood alcohol. Even if a heavy drinker appears
slim, the liver and other internal organs can be coated with an unnecessary layer of fat. Fat build up on a liver can harden

and kill the liver. Medicines are hard on the liver’s function too. That is why pharmaceutical advertisements warn to make
sure your liver is healthy enough to use drugs. So only use medication as prescribed and layoff the over-the-counter drugs.
Try to go 30 days without booze or sugary foods, including using syrup on pancakes. You can possibly lose up to 15
pounds or more the first month you cut back on sugary substances and alcoholic drinks, plus look better!
Smoking will NOT help. Smoking can make you look older and to those who don’t smoke, don’t start. Some people
only smoke while boozing, which is still harmful and a double threat to your appearance. Even the use electronic cigarettes
as a smoking alternative can still pose a health threat if they contain nicotine or tobacco additives.
Also, the overuse of hand sanitizer has to STOP! Several straight applications of hand sanitizer is almost useless. To
maintain good and safe health, always wash your hands with soap and water after using the toilet, providing first aid,
preparing food or eating. Try using baby wipes instead of hand sanitizer when soap and water is not available. You can
bag a few baby wipes in a sealable sandwich bag to keep handy or carry a pocket sized pack of wipes.
Long vigorous workouts will NOT help. Long strenuous workouts are often more damaging than good. Professional
athletes, those involved in sports and fitness enthusiast risk joint damage and avoidable pain. So don’t overdo it. The
body is amazing and can recover from most physical challenges in moderation and the body needs proper time to recover.
The body can wear out from overuse and not have the physical ability to be active later in life with your teenaged children
or have enough ability to keep up with your grandchildren. Plus if you get all worn out and damaged you’re faced with a life
of pain or the need of a joint replacement. And with the rise in pain pill addiction, you don’t want to be in pain.
If you are in pain get medical help that helps you to mend. Physical therapy is a good start or surgery if a diagnosis
supports the need for it. Don’t try to treat yourself or let a prescription pad therapist put you on pain pills. There was a time
in the fitness community when deceivers taught “No Pain, No Gain”. I tell you this, if it hurts DON’T do it! Save enough life
in your body to use later in your life. Not everyone is destined to need a cane or walker.
You can use a work out that consists of three 10-minute sessions of physical training a day, as a proper path to
fitness. Look back at the article in the 2011 May issue of Speak Up, I poured out a framework of ideals on how to set up
10-minute workout to start your day. The first workout of the day is meant to stimulate, or as I say, “jumpstart your
metabolism”. Get your day started right by doing 10 minutes of continuous cardio/calisthenics movements after you have
awakened. This gets the heart going and the body in a state of physical readiness. The remaining two sessions you do
during the course of your day could be a 10 minute brisk walk or some other continuous physical activity. Any other fitness
activities or physical labor during the day can also be beneficial to a 3X10 training. The body is designed to be physical.
Unfortunately technology and transportation relieved us of getting a natural workout. The 3X10 method of fitness training
is a behavior modification to add to your longevity and help return your body to a more youthful state. Also, once every
waking hour of the day you should try to get up and move around for about 3 minutes. Walk to a toilet that is on another
floor or at the other end of the building. People with physical disabilities should use activities which they are capable
performing safely. People with limited use of their legs could use a manual wheelchair to maintain upper body and
respiratory health. And those using scooter chairs can try to use a walker if capable of doing so. Truck and bus drivers
should find ways to actively move about every couple of hours to avoid circulatory and bladder problems later in life.
Reasonably modify your behaviors until it yields favorable results. And when you start getting good results, don’t quit
or break away from the routines that help you look and feel better, unless medical or other circumstances (religious, legal,
etc.) prohibit or interfere with the investment you take to improve your looks and extend your good health. HAPPY NEW
YEAR!
Volunteers Needed
I had spent a day during the holiday break with some young people (black, white, Latino, male and female), along with four
other adults, helping Gary Washington who held a youth basketball tournament which drew over 20 young participants.
The following day, I was turning some of these boys between the ages of 12 and 14 away from the Martin Luther King Jr.
Community Center (North Street School building) because there were no adults to chaperone (supervise) them when they
wanted to play basketball (something positive) in the gymnasium, which is a Washington County Government building. I
told the young boys to find some adult volunteers to help, I also told them to go to their churches and see if they could get
volunteers to help. These young people deserve our dedication to help them to do positive and healthy activities. With all
the talk about juvenile health and crime committed by young people, we are missing a great opportunity to build
relationships, respect and credibility with our youth. There is also a national effort through the Community Transformation
(CTG) programs to encourage healthier lifestyles. Groups connected to the Community Transformation Grant programs in
this area should see this as an opportunity to keep young people involved in activities that can build habits that reduce
heart disease and other chronic illnesses. Don’t complain if these young boys get involved in activities that are dangerous
or criminal because no one wants to give them a few minutes to do something good. Let’s turn this around so it never
happens again. We should never turn our children away from doing something right! Get involved and also find out what
the Community Transformation Grant programs are doing in your community.
-Brother Andy

POWER TO THE PEOPLE
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Day observations and Day of Service activities
The Hagerstown Community College is continuing it’s annual traditional gathering on Monday January 20, 2014 from 1pm
to 3pm in the Kepler Theater. There will be presentations, music, dance and artwork in Celebration of the Life of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. and light refreshments will be served at the campus located on 11400 Robinwood Drive,
Hagerstown Maryland 21742 phone (240) 500-2000.
Its Here! No Smoking in Public Parks & No Smoking in Public Housing
The City of Hagerstown has made it official, No Smoking in the City’s public parks. Also, the Hagerstown Housing
Authority has begun No Smoking in Public Housing. The measure has started in some of the Hagerstown Housing
Authority’s senior housing units.
Pregnant Women, READ this special message:
A message for women who are pregnant or of childbearing age: Nicotine is a drug and like any drug, you should avoid
letting it come in contact with you or your unborn child without a medical reason. Smoking or second-hand smoke is a
danger to you and your baby. Electronic cigarettes that contain nicotine are still a threat to you. The fact is, cigarette
smokers are incidental “drug addicts” because of the powerful addicting qualities of nicotine. Nicotine can raise your blood
pressure and add to your chances of experiencing heart disease and stroke. Prolonged nicotine consumption can lead to
high blood pressure which can enlarge the heart and lead to congestive heart failure. Not to say all the other chances of
getting sick from additives in tobacco. If you want a healthier baby, don’t smoke while you’re pregnant. If you want to be
around while your child grows up and be around for their children, stop using tobacco for life. The Pregnancy & Tobacco
Cessation Help (PATCH) team can help you. In Washington County, Maryland call (240) 313-3360.
New Year, Old Fears
HEAD LICE, how do you know if you have them and how to get rid of them and/or prevent an outbreak? Talking about
head lice is enough to trigger itching your scalp. Witnessing a lot of head scratching or if you find yourself having a
constant head itch may be a clue of a head lice infection. But this is not always the case and premature searches can be
disrespectful and embarrassing, especially to young children. However, identifying an infection is the first step. It is helpful
to know when and how to look for louse and nits. Intense itching from lice is caused by an allergic reaction to the spit that
lice inject when feeding off of you. Lice bites may result in itchy red bumps on the scalp, neck and shoulders. Some
people don't experience itching. The most common spots to find adult lice on the scalp are on the crown of the head,
behind your ears and along the back of your neck (warm spots). Lice are greyish brown, about the size of a sesame seed
and they can get bigger. Lice eggs (nits) on hair shafts are like tiny glued on tear drops and can resemble dandruff, but
nits don’t move without some tugging or use of a special nit comb. Simple remedies to get lice out of hair include using
mayonnaise with shower caps, which can be as beneficial as over-the-counter lice applications. There is even an ethnic
hair dressing called Hair Mayonnaise that conditions hair. The use of oil based hair dressings work for some as a
preventive measure. Removing nits is tedious and requires patience to avoid leaving behind eggs. Containing the spread
of lice and cleaning up a contaminated area can be challenging and frustrating. Cleanup includes vacuuming rugs and
furniture, washing contaminated clothing and bedding. Bagging items in plastic garbage bags for several weeks helps kill
lice that get on items like stuffed animals and toy dolls. Pesticides are not recommended to be used in areas that come in
contact with humans or animals, especially areas and items used for eating. There is no product or method which assures
100% destruction of the eggs and hatched lice after a single treatment or cleanup. Re-infections are not uncommon.
BEDBUGS, knowing how to detect them is critical to prevent a bedbug infestation. Visual confirmation is the key and an
expert inspection is most helpful with the use of professional exterminators and even trained canines. Some landlords are
supportive in the removal and containment of bedbug infestations and offer to bring in professional assistance. Some
public housing programs have adopted a policy that tenants are to notify housing officials if the tenant suspects they are
having problems with bedbugs. Some the housing programs offer free assistance tenants to help with bedbug concerns or
the tenants can be faced with the expense of a bedbug extermination. Use this link for more information about how to deal
with bedbugs: http://www.howdini.com/video/13715573/how-to-know-if-you-have-bedbugs
Speak Up limited door-to-door delivery during Winter Months
The season for inclement weather is here and our door-to-door delivery of Speak Up is limited to housing developments
and apartment complexes. This is an E-publication which you can download from our website: www.brotherswhocare.org.
Visit our website to can watch our photo story movies of events you may have attended or missed. And when you visit our
website you can see what you have been missing or catch up on Movie Reviews, Photo Albums and Past or Current
issues of Speak Up. To receive monthly issues and regular publications by email, send your contact information to:
speakup@brotherswhocare.org. We are also on Facebook, so join our friends at: http://facebook.com/brotherswhocare.
Speak Up is a reader supported publication and we wish to thank those who continue to submit articles, information,
remarks and comments as well as those who volunteer and donate money.
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NEWS Crew photos by Brother Andy & John Williams

Faces Around the Cross

“Faces Around the Cross”, a theatrical rendition of the biblical life of Christ was given by several cast members of the Christian
Storytelling Cafe Drama Troupe in a special church service at Asbury United Methodist Church in Hagerstown, Maryland. The
Christian Storytelling Café Drama Troupe has another performance planned for March 2014 and the group is available upon request by
contacting Faith Crumbly 301-797-1537. See more exclusive Speak Up Community News photos of this event click on the link below:
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.760841780611663.1073741947.100000575439654&type=1&l=2016eb2b08
2013 Mary Washington Youth Basketball Tournament

The 2013 Mary Washington Youth Basket Ball 3-point Contest & 5 on 5 Contest was held Sunday, December 29, 2013 in the Martin
Luther King Jr. Community Center(North Street School building) gymnasium. This event was a partnership with Gary Washington
and the Robert W. Johnson Community. See more exclusive Speak Up Community News photos of this event click on the links below.
Three-Point Contest:
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.765542686808239.1073741948.100000575439654&type=1&l=769d7faca9
5 on 5 Contest:
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.765553383473836.1073741949.100000575439654&type=1&l=255b4d60ea

